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The Linked Data initiative has shown a strong lead in providing content for the Semantic Web. 

Unfortunately, current approaches for generating RDF are targeted at either large datasets or 

automated processing of Web documents. This mini-thesis argues that these are ill-suited to the 

needs of academic microproviders—the curators of small but important datasets that make up 

the ‘long tail’ of academic research in the Humanities. Using a case study from the field of 

Archaeology, it presents a methodology and associated software tools that enable such users to 

easily contribute their resources to the Web of Data. 

  A series of Linked Data services has been created that provide the requisite ontological and 

terminological URIs for describing ceramics data from archaeological excavations. A prototype 

Java ‘Wizard’ tool aids non-IT specialists in the mapping of un-normalized, relational tables to 

these canonical identifiers by predicting appropriate mappings. These can then be edited as 

desired. The XML output is used by a second ‘Export’ tool to generate RDF from the original 

source as an RDF/XML file that can be hosted easily as Linked Data. 

  This report details the rationale behind the Linked Data services, the architecture of the 

software and the results of use to date. It also outlines the work still to be undertaken as part of a 

doctoral research agenda. 
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Authors note:  

Within the body of the text, website URLs are printed using italics. 
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For ease of reading, URIs have been shortened using an appropriate namespace listed above. 

They are printed in Courier.  

For example, skos:Concept resolves to: http://www.w3.org/2004/02/skos/core#Concept 
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Chapter 1: INTRODUCTION 

“Many a mickle maks a muckle” 

 –  Scottish proverb 

While the previous decade has seen considerable theoretical advances in the stack of 

technologies that collectively form the Semantic Web ‘Layer Cake’1, it is only recently that we 

have seen the emergence of sizeable public data resources that conform to them. These have 

come about primarily through the Linked Data movement2, a more-or-less grassroots attempt to 

bootstrap the data ‘network effect’ by providing public datasets that conform to Semantic Web 

principles. Though the importance of this development for the success of the Semantic Web 

project has been noted by no less a Web luminary than Tim Berners-Lee (2009), the path to 

unfettered expansion of the Web of Data is still by no means clear. 

This research takes as its premise the belief that the Linked Data paradigm represents an early 

but fundamental shift towards a digital resource culture that is inherently more integrated than 

hitherto possible. Although debates continue to smoulder as to the preferred nomenclature – the 

Semantic Web, Web 3.0, Web of Data, Giant Global Graph or Linked Data (Hendler 2009; T. 

Heath 2009) – the view that raw data sharing will be the next major Web trend is becoming 

more commonplace (MacManus 2009b). Yet such a shift remains impossible while confined 

purely to data providers with access to technical expertise or large financial resources. Early 

growth of the World Wide Web was driven in large part by the relatively straightforward nature 

of the HTML markup language and the simplicity of creating ‘home pages’. In particular, the 

introduction of the Mosaic Browser and WYSIWYG HTML editors provided contributors with 

both the tools and incentive to get involved (Reid 1997, p.xxv). In order to permit growth on 

anything like a similar scale, it will be necessary to make Semantic Web technologies similarly 

accessible to a semi-tech-literate audience. 

The field of Archaeology perfectly exemplifies such a community. Information rich but often 

resource poor, it employs people in the public, private and academic sectors spanning the full 

spectrum of technical experience. As a broadly topic-driven discipline, it draws on an extremely 

wide range of adjacent fields, leading to heterogeneity in both the nature and representation of 

its data. It is also fundamentally concerned with some of the most broad-ranging metaphysical 

concepts, including space, time, taxonomy and human networks. While the development of any 

                                                        

1 http://www.w3.org/2007/03/layerCake.png 
2 http://linkeddata.org/ 
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domain-specific tools for the Semantic Web must be of restricted scope, lessons derived from 

their application to Archaeology are likely to be far-reaching and of wide relevance. 

This research outlines the development of a core set of Linked Data resources, along with a 

suite of software tools, that permit archaeologists with no prior knowledge of Semantic Web 

technology to contribute their information to the Linked Data cloud. The tools and concepts are 

intended to be both linguistically and culturally independent and provide conceptual hooks that 

link not only to archaeological resources, but also those beyond the domain of Archaeology as 

well. The tools will be made freely available under an Open Source License3, leaving potential 

contributors with the power to host their own Linked Data should they wish to. 

This report details the work undertaken, and future research agenda, for a PhD thesis in 

Computer Science. While predominantly technical in content, the work is highly 

interdisciplinary, with a domain emphasis on the field of Archaeology. For this reason, the 

report attempts to strike a balance between the two academic cultures, hopefully without 

significant detriment to either. The report is divided into five chapters. The following chapter, 

Chapter Two, provides background to the research, both from a Computer Science and 

Archaeological perspective. It lays out the rationale for the work undertaken and gives a broad 

architectural overview of the entire RDF mapping process and proposed framework. Chapter 

Three describes the creation of several Linked Data services upon which it depends. Chapter 

Four describes the prototype software tools that have been developed. The final chapter reflects 

on the success of the work to date and specifies a variety of tasks to be carried out in the latter 

part of the research. 

The report has been necessarily condensed in order to comply with university word-length 

regulations. For this reason content available on the Linked Data websites has not been 

reproduced here but URLs are given. An introductory guide to the Semantic Web and a full 

technical glossary are also provided. 

 

                                                        

3 http://creativecommons.org/licenses/GPL/2.0/ 
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Chapter 2: BACKGROUND 

The Semantic Web 

The concept of a Web of Data, in contrast to a Web of Documents, has been around almost as 

long as the Web itself (Berners-Lee 1989), and its roots go back yet further4. Its present 

formulation as an official W3C Activity5 dates from a Design Issues note written by Berners-

Lee in 1998 entitled ‘Semantic Web Road map’ (Berners-Lee 1998) and the publication of a 

seminal article in Scientific American (Berners-Lee et al. 2001) launched it onto the public 

stage. While the visionary nature of that article has sometimes been seen as an impediment to 

the Semantic Web’s development (Shadbolt et al. 2006), there is no doubt that it catalysed a 

great deal of theoretical work, in particular from those with experience in the Artificial 

Intelligence projects of the 1990s. The result was considerable development in techniques 

required for reasoning over semi-structured networks of information. This emphasis on 

exploring what a Semantic Web might do led to the creation and consolidation of a number of 

key technologies in the so-called Semantic Web ‘Layer Cake’6, in particular the meta-

vocabularies of RDF, RDF Schema (RDFS), SKOS and OWL, as well as a standardised query 

language, SPARQL. At the same time, several generic browsing systems, both network and 

facet-based, were developed in order to aid visualisation of rich datasets7.  

Despite this work, Semantic Web content has been much slower to materialise (Auer et al. 

2009). In contrast to the remarkable growth in the participation-oriented Web 2.0 paradigm 

between 2005 and 2007, interest in the Semantic Web appears at best to have remained static 

(see Figures 1 & 2). Even from an academic perspective this is not without consequences, for 

the Semantic Web is ultimately a phenomenon that depends on continual contribution. While 

debates continue to rage as to whether the problem is best solved through improved branding 

(Boutin 2009), reduced complexity (Alani et al. 2008), or just getting our terms straight 

(MacManus 2009a), there is certainly a consensus that the Semantic Web will not be viable 

without vastly increasing the level of interaction. 

 

                                                        

4 The potential of universal identifiers and repositories of discrete pieces of information was foreseen at 
least as far back as 1918 with Paul Otlet’s description of the ‘monographic principle’ (Rayward 1994) 
5 http://www.w3.org/2001/sw 
6 http://www.w3.org/2007/03/layerCake.png 
7 There are too many to provide an exhaustive list here but see, for example, mSpace (schraefel et al. 
2005) and Tabulator  (Berners-Lee et al. 2006). 
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Figure 1: Search traffic over the terms 'semantic web', 'linked data', 'web of data' and 'web 
3.0' 20042009. Source: Google Trends 

 

 

Figure 2: Search traffic over the terms 'semantic web', 'linked data', 'web of data', 'web 3.0' 
and 'web 2.0' 20042009. Source: Google Trends 

It is no surprise, then, that champions of the Semantic Web project have not only emphasised 

the need for individual domains to develop their own ontologies (Shadbolt et al. 2006), but are 

increasingly requesting access to ‘raw’ data rather than nothing at all (Berners-Lee 2009).  

Implicit in these demands is the understanding that it is ultimately domain experts, and not 
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computer scientists, who must introduce both the semantics and the information to the Semantic 

Web. Linked Data’s success has principally derived from its ‘bottom-up’ web-oriented vision of 

the Semantic Web, leveraging the relative simplicity of the Layer Cake’s foundations in order to 

create interlinked public datasets with greater volume but less structure. In particular, it stresses 

the use of the HTTP protocol for defining URIs in order that they can be dereferenced, that is, a 

user can easily discover additional information about the resource simply by sending an http 

request to it. Whether even RDF is necessary remains a moot point in Linked Data circles 

(Miller 2009; Davis 2009b; Boutin 2009). 

Generated by a loose-knit community of contributors, the Linked Data cloud has been 

accumulated from a variety of sources, including public sector bodies8, media companies9, 

academic mashups10 and both for-11 and not-for-profit12 web organisations. The content itself 

may originate from archival material, be community generated, or created specifically with the 

Semantic Web in mind. It also ranges from instance data, to vocabulary data (including 

taxonomies) to ontologies of various size and complexity (Idehen 2008). Notable by its absence, 

however, is the contribution of what we might call microproviders – that is, the long tail of 

comparatively small datasets curated by those with only limited time and technical resources. 

The absence of this community is troubling for those who wish to see continued expansion of 

Linked Data resources. The Web is heavily dependent on the large number of small 

contributions that make it a ‘Social Machine’ (Hendler et al. 2008). In academia, there has been 

some adoption in the sciences, most notably in medicine and biochemistry13, but outside of such 

well-funded domains, there is still no easy route by which academics can contribute. 

Why is this? How can it be claimed (as recently as 2008) both that there is “relative ease [in] 

converting legacy data to RDF using simple and free SW technology” (Alani et al. 2008) and 

that “there is no coherent answer to the question ‘How do I do the Semantic Web?” and almost 

no information with which to make an informed decision about technologies, platforms, models 

and methodologies.” (Parry et al. 2008). I have argued elsewhere that the latter view may be 

unduly influenced by conflation with Web 2.0 (Martinez & Isaksen 2009), yet the fact remains 

that those without a strong informatics background are excluded from contribution due to the 

                                                        

8 BBC (Scott & Smethurst 2009) 
9 The Guardian (Rogers 2009) 
10 DBpedia (Auer et al. 2007) 
11 Talis (Dodds 2009) 
12 GeoNames, http://www.geonames.org/about.html 
13 See, for example, (Wolstencroft et al. 2005) 
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combination of technical and domain expertise required. Assertions that “a framework for 

semiautomatic script generation is conceivable” (Alani et al. 2008) may be true, but they do not 

solve the problem in themselves. The Semantic Gap (Millard et al. 2005) between the requisite 

formalism of the Semantic Web and the only semi-formal nature of archaeological authorship 

persists. 

A recent W3C review of the various responses to the RDB2RDF problem that have been 

developed lists 15 projects (Sahoo et al. 2009), yet virtually all of them are too generic, too 

complex, and require too much prerequisite knowledge of the Semantic Web theory and content 

to be of use to the layman. Those that are fully automated are too inaccurate for use at database 

level although they show great promise for text mining (Byrne 2009). The report also states that 

there is, as yet, no standard formalism for RDB2RDF mappings. The Requirements for 

Relational to RDF Mapping report notes a number of important requirements for a relational to 

RDF mapping language, but provides no guidance as to how such mappings should be created 

or by whom (Erling 2008). Likewise, the RDB2RDF Incubator Group Final Report mentions 

only one Use Case that involves large numbers of datasets and users with low tech-literacy 

(Malhotra 2009), but even this assumes multiple instances of standard schemas such as 

WordPress14 and is still only suitable for Web Application developers (Auer et al. 2009). 

Research Aims and Contribution 

The need therefore remains for domain-specific tools that are capable of producing RDF from 

the vast body of small academic datasets that make up a large proportion of academic data 

holdings. In order for data to be contributed to the Semantic Web by those without a strong 

informatics background, a number of practical and theoretical tasks need to be accomplished. 

i)  A common conceptual structure (domain ontology)  needs to be available capable of 

reflecting a level of inquiry relevant at an inter-site scale. While alternative ontologies may exist 

(although ideally there will be few), lack of any ontology will severely limit the potential for 

integration. 

ii) A variety of separate but overlapping terminology systems may exist within the domain. 

Aligning relations between them with an appropriate vocabulary such as SKOS will greatly 

improve interoperability. 

iii) Local relational table and column schemas must be mapped to the concepts represented in 

the domain ontology. 

                                                        

14 http://www.wordpress.com/ 
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iii) Locally-used terminology must be mapped to pre-existent canonical (i.e. universal) URIs. 

iv) URIs for instances specific to the dataset must be created based on an appropriate 

namespace. 

v) Literal values, such as numbers and text, may need to be normalised and/or converted in 

order to comply with the Property concepts within the domain ontology. 

vi) RDF compliant with both the ontology and the implicit structure of the data must be 

generated. 

vii) The data must be either stored in a centralized repository for use as a communal 

knowledgebase and/or held in a format suitable for local hosting in order to promote distributed 

data connectivity.  

The technological goal of this project is to create a prototype suite of tools and services that 

address each of these issues. Such a toolkit will, of necessity, be domain specific, but the 

theoretical bases behind its construction should be applicable much more widely. It is therefore 

important to choose a field that is not only highly representative of the issues we have 

enumerated but also integrated with a broad variety of other research areas. The discipline of 

Archaeology fulfils both these criteria. 

Archaeology 

While no two academic subjects face exactly the same issues when it comes to information 

management, the discipline of Archaeology’s focus on scope (specifically, the nature of 

humankind’s interaction with its material environment), rather than methodology, requires that 

it draw on a great number of other fields. Such methodological variety has made it extremely 

fertile ground for theorists, but from an informatics perspective the challenges associated with 

synthesising such a corpus are enormous. This situation is aggravated by the ever-increasing 

volume of data produced by contract archaeology, the flow of which is dictated by conservation 

concerns, rather than academic research agendas (Bradley 2006).. 

These difficulties are well documented in the archaeological community, yet the lack of 

resources in an environment that is traditionally low-paid and highly competitive – along with 

an academic culture that tends to promote innovation and tribalism over cooperation and 

conformity – has stymied any attempt to standardise recording procedures. It therefore seems 

reasonable to conjecture that an approach which succeeds in synthesizing archaeological data 

will be capable of bearing fruit other Humanities domains as well. 
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In contrast to the communities concerned with archiving and public outreach, the Semantic Web 

has seen less uptake in Archaeology to date, despite promising beginnings as early as 2001 

(Alani 2001). This is mainly due to a traditional focus within the archaeological community on 

analysis and recording rather than dissemination. The ‘bleeding edge’ nature of current 

Semantic Web technology also puts it beyond the reach of many field practitioners whose 

experience is often limited to relational database and/or spatial data management at best. 

Funding streams for large scale restructuring of datasets are scarce with a greater emphasis on 

initial recording, especially in countries with a heavy reliance on developer-funded rescue 

archaeology. Nevertheless, the potential benefits to the archaeological field are significant as the 

great majority of archaeological data is now rendered digital at some stage within the recording 

process. Regrettably, a lack of pressure to concentrate on the outward-facing aspects of their 

work, as well as the instance-specific nature of archaeological information, has allowed many 

academic archaeologists to remain protective of data, especially where it is not already 

published in traditional media (Mantegari et al. 2007).  

Despite these inertial forces, interest in the Semantic Web as a means of disseminating 

archaeological information is growing. The international Computer Applications and 

Quantitative Methods in Archaeology (CAA) conference has seen a year-on-year increase in the 

number of papers related to semantic technologies, and in particular the CIDOC Conceptual 

Reference Model (CRM) ontology for Cultural Heritage. A session organized by the author at 

CAA 2009 was oversubscribed with paper proposals, and its increasing perception as a well-

defined subfield of Digital Archaeology has started to seem justified. Current projects that 

emphasize Semantic Web technologies include the following: 

The Semantic Technologies for Archaeological Resources (STAR) project15 is developing 

tools to help third-party organizations map their resources to a CIDOC CRM ontology 

extension (CRM-EH) developed by English Heritage (May et al. 2009). 

The ArcheoServer16 project has developed an ontology and navigation and editing tools for an 

e-library on pre- and proto-history in Italy (Bonomi et al. 2007).  

The Athenian Agora Excavations17 have begun to record excavation data as RDF in flat XML 

files in order to have better associative indexing between finds, features and other 

archaeological outputs (Watkinson 2008). 

                                                        

15 English Heritage; CIDOC; University of Glamorgan 
16 University of Milan-Bicocca 
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The Troy Excavations18 are experimenting with the use of RDFa in published XHMTL pages 

in order to make the online publication of the ceramics easier to query (S. Heath & Tekkök 

2009). 

The ArchaeoInf19 project is building a ‘mediator’ application that displays information from 

multiple heterogeneous excavation datasets within a common visualization framework using 

SKOS and the CIDOC CRM (Lang 2009). 

The Tether20 (Byrne 2009) project has developed Natural Language Processing methods to 

extract archaeological events from free text and express them in RDF (Byrne 2009). 

The Concordia21 project is building an interoperability framework for research materials related 

to ancient history, archaeology and epigraphy using persistent URIs (Concordia 2009). 

These projects and others demonstrate not only the interest that Semantic Web technology is 

beginning to excite in some corners of the discipline, but also an increasing diversity in 

approach. This is in some ways a healthy development away from earlier monolithic projects 

that required large budgets and a battery of experts to convert major data repositories into RDF 

(Doerr et al. 2004; Crofts 2004). On the other hand, they also reflect a growing belief that no 

individual project may be able to deliver a complete solution to the generation, integration and 

visualization of RDF-based data. Fortunately, informal communities such as the Graph of 

Ancient World Data (GAWD)22 are now providing a forum wherein researchers can develop 

both technical and ontological solutions in tandem. 

Despite these developments, we observe that all of the Semantic Web-oriented projects 

currently being undertaken either require considerable technical expertise on the part of the 

contributor or are automated systems that produce low-accuracy results. Given the realities 

faced by archaeological researchers in pursuit of their work, a great deal more needs to be done 

to facilitate this production process. In more concrete terms, any successful mapping and export 

process must be: 

                                                        

17 American School of Classical Studies at Athens; Fedora Commons Foundation 
18 University of Tübingen; University of Cincinnati 
19 Ruhr University of Bochum; Technical University of Dortmund; University of Applied Sciences  at 
Bochum;  
20 University of Edinburgh; Royal Commission for the Historic and Ancient Monuments of Scotland 
21 Heidelberg Academy of Sciences; King’s College, London; University of North Carolina at Chapel 
Hill; Institute for the Study of the Ancient World, NYU  
22 http://groups.google.com/group/gawd 
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- Quick. While there can be no definition as to what constitutes ‘quick enough’, a process 

taking longer than a working day to complete (from commencement to visualisation) is 

likely to perceived as a project rather than a task and thereby more burdensome. 

- Cost-effective. It must use freely available (ideally Open Source) software and require 

minimal, if any, technical support. 

- Accurate. It must produce RDF at a level of accuracy limited only by the source data. 

Note that this does not imply the same level of completeness or precision as the source. 

- Transparent. The archaeologist must understand enough of the production process to 

feel confident in its output. 

Any real-world Linked Data production process that does not fulfil these criteria is unlikely to 

attract the number of contributors, and thus datasets, requisite to catalyse a positive feedback 

loop in this domain, and arguably, any domain. The goal is therefore to develop a prototype 

system sufficiently intuitive and well-documented to be usable without assistance, while generic 

enough to be applicable across a wide variety of archaeological datasets.  

Case Study: Roman Port Networks Project 

The Roman Ports in the Western Mediterranean Project23 (more commonly referred to as the 

Roman Port Networks Project), directed by Prof. Simon Keay24, is an investigation into the 

relationship of Portus – the main port of Rome during the Imperial era – to other ports in the 

Western Mediterranean and beyond. Its principal methodology is to establish the co-presence of 

ceramics and marble at a range of key sites as a means of gauging fluctuating trans-

Mediterranean interaction during the Roman period. Source data comprise large quantities of 

published and unpublished harbour and shipwreck excavation databases from a variety of 

academic and research institutions in different countries. 

While the datasets all pertain to the same domain, they frequently employ mixed taxonomies 

and are heterogeneously structured. Normalization is rare, uncertainty frequent and variant 

spellings common. Different recording methodologies have also given rise to alternative 

quantification and dating strategies. The project is also international, with resources in English, 

French, Spanish, Italian and Catalan. In other words, it is a typical real-world mixed-context 

situation. As an international endeavour, requiring the synthesis of large quantities of data with 

                                                        

23 http://www.bsr.ac.uk/BSR/sub_arch/BSR_Arch_05Roman.htm 
24 University of Southampton/British School at Rome 
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varying format but restricted scope, it is an ideal opportunity to work through the issues 

discussed above in deploying Semantic Web technologies.  

At the commencement of the project, the institutional partners agreed to contribute relevant 

datasets that they had available according to two pre-established chronological horizons 

associated with the roman era in the West – the republican-imperial transition (100 BCE-50 CE) 

and the post-imperial period (475 CE – 550 CE). In order to maintain realistic working 

conditions, the data format is not to be adjusted in any way. They will also volunteer a limited 

amount of time to trial the software developed for the project. The software itself should assist 

users by inspecting their datasets and using predictive technologies to present a provisional 

mapping between the local data, a domain ontology and a canonical URI vocabulary for shared 

concepts such as taxonomical or singleton concepts. 

Once this process is complete, the archaeologist will be able to export data as ontology-

compliant RDF at any future point (assuming no structural changes to the dataset or new term 

types). For the sake of project collaboration it was agreed that the RDF would initially be 

exported to a centrally managed triplestore. As some datasets may not yet be published, this 

data will not be available publically in the first instance. Accordingly, individual researchers are 

also provided with an RDF/XML file that can be hosted at their own institution if desired, thus 

adding to the cloud of Linked Data. 

A vital role of the project partners is to provide user feedback on the usability of the software, 

as well as the process itself. In order that user expectations are not biased by prior experience of 

the software, three key development stages are to be attained, each with a specific user group. 

User groups who test earlier versions of the software will naturally be given the opportunity to 

re-export data with later versions. 

Stage 1 (pre-Alpha). At this stage, all key aspects of the export process will be implemented 

but there may be severe issues with elements of the user interface and not all parts of the 

ontology may be mappable. Documentation will be through explanation by the author. 

Stage 2 (Alpha). All key aspects of the export process will be implemented  (including a full 

mapping to the domain ontology) and documented in English. There should be no evident 

problems but software bugs and usability issues may be expected. 

Stage 3 (Beta). The software should be multilingual (I18N) with no major bugs or usability 

issues. A new user should be able to learn how to use it and import their own dataset (of 

arbitrary size) within the course of a day. 
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Architecture 

Having established these general requirements, let us set out an architecture capable of meeting 

them. The original solution, known as the TRANSLATION server25, was designed to be a peer-

to-peer server network, capable of sharing RDF between repositories (Isaksen 2008). However, 

it quickly became clear that the amount of work required to install and host such a server would 

outweigh the relative benefits of contributing data. It was this realisation that has led to an 

advocacy of the much more lightweight Linked Data approach. 

The ability to generate Linked Data RDF cannot reside solely in an application. It requires a 

service-level framework that provides URIs for specialized common vocabulary such as the 

ontologies and thesauri. Only once this is in place is it possible for an application to assist the 

mapper by suggesting potential matches between local terminology (i.e., that used within the 

datasource) and canonical URI terms. Thus, the proposed solution is broken down into two 

elements:  

1. Specification of a common ontology and thesauri in RDF. 

2. Implementation of a workflow process that allows data holders to export their 

data as ontology and thesaurus compliant RDF. 

There are two distinct reasons to make Linked Data dereferencable but each comes with specific 

(and occasionally conflicting) theoretical and practical demands. The first (which we might call 

Term Standardisation) is to create a de facto common vocabulary of common URI concepts. Its 

de facto nature is important as neither the internet nor archaeological communities have 

historically responded well to externally imposed standards26. Nevertheless, as it is in the 

general interest to share terminology, conventional standards do emerge over time. By 

providing standard URI terminologies where none currently exists, it is expected that in the 

majority of cases it will be more convenient for new contributors to adopt them rather than 

develop their own. 

The second (which we might call Term Contextualisation) is that terms can be provided with 

additional background information using RDF. Unfortunately, the highly interpretive nature of 

archaeology means that such ‘descriptions’ can be highly contentious. In fact, the difficulties in 

                                                        

25 Transparent Negotiation and Sharing of Local Application Terminologies, Instances and Ontologies 
26 Note that even the fully mature standards proposed by the W3C remain ‘Recommendations’. Likewise, 
archaeological institutions typically choose to adopt recording approaches through forums such as FISH 
(FISH 2008) and even professional bodies such as the Institute for Archaeologists tend to emphasise 
guidance over standards in terms of actual practice (Hinton 2008). 
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establishing a common consensus on anything other than the most trivial descriptive qualities 

are great enough to jeopardize the use of a service that provides them. It is therefore more 

expedient to separate 1) the provision of URIs, and 2) the provision of additional data about 

them, into separate services, thereby encouraging reuse without requiring full adoption. The use 

of a two-tier approach as illustrated in Figure 3 is proposed. 

 

Figure 3: Linked Data dependency diagram 

We can start by providing a centralized vocabulary of canonical concept URIs, including 

typological systems and ontology terms, hosted at http://archvocab.net. More extensive 

‘apocrypha’ about these concepts is held in the publically available triplestore at 

http://archaeology.rkbexplorer.com. Further information about these services is provided in 

section two. 

With a stable URI base for linking to, the second objective is to provide tools and a workflow 

by which data curators can map and export their holdings as RDF with minimal support. Several 

factors are key to its success: 

a. The initial mapping must be achievable without substantial technical support. 

b. It should be simple to re-export the RDF if the dataset changes. 
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c. The output RDF should remain within the control of the contributor. 

Beyond these general goals, Shipman and Marshall (1999) identify five rules by which the 

difficult leap from unstructured to structured knowledge can be assisted: 

1. That designers work with users to understand the nature of the usage situation 

2. That designers evaluate the cost/benefit trade-off of introducing any new formalism 

3. That designers should support incremental transition to formalisms for more complex 

tasks 

4. That designers provide facilities that use automatically recognized (but undeclared and 

potentially inaccurate) structures within data to assist the user. 

5. That training and facilitation are a vital part of user adoption. 

In order to achieve the goals, a two-stage process has been developed which incorporates these 

principals. In the Mapping Stage a data curator generates an XML configuration file that maps 

between their local terminology and schema and the canonical URIs provided by the services. 

They also produce standardised URIs for instances such as excavation and context which are 

not likely to exist in the cloud of Linked Data. The process need only be undertaken once and 

the corresponding software assists the user by suggesting probable mappings.  

The subsequent Export Stage is fully automatic, reading from the configuration file and the 

original datasource in order to generate RDF. Future updates require no extra work (and could 

even be run nightly, if desired) assuming the datasource schema is not altered and no new terms 

are used. If they are introduced, the configuration file is easily editable, either by reloading it 

within the Mapping stage software or even with a simple text editor. 

The software for both processes is being prototyped as a standalone application written in the 

Java programming language. The write-once-run-anywhere nature of Java applications makes 

them ideal for these kinds of utility applications and provides a great deal of flexibility in the 

prototyping phase.  In line with the times however, it may ultimately be desirable to replace 

them with a web application in order to facilitate ease of use even further. 
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Chapter 3: LINKED DATA SERVICES 

ArchVocab: Ontology 

Before any development work can be done it is important to establish a domain ontology, 

instantiate it in one or more RDF notations and host it publically as Linked Data. There are 

several reasons for this. First and foremost it provides a common reference point for data 

contributors. It enables them to see precisely the relationships between the canonical terms they 

are mapping to and thus eliminates some (if not all) potential misconceptions about them. This 

is most easily achieved by having a commonly accessible graph representation. Secondly, it not 

only provides the URI vocabulary of canonical concepts necessary for mapping, but it can be 

used by the mapping software to predict potential matches between the table schema and the 

ontology. This requires the RDF to be accessible in a machine-readable notation such as 

RDF/XML. The resulting structural similarity of the exported RDF datasets makes them far 

easier to combine, analyse and data-mine by consumers.  

When contributing Linked Data it is always best practice to adopt pre-existing ontologies if 

possible in order to reduce the problems of co-reference and produce the de facto terminology 

standards discussed earlier. In the case of Archaeology, an ontology already exists for 

archaeological fieldwork known as the CIDOC CRM-EH (Cripps et al. 2004). This ontology 

has not been chosen which requires some justification. CIDOC CRM-EH was developed as an 

extension to the CIDOC CRM, a more generic ‘core ontology’ developed for the Cultural 

Heritage sector. While the potential informative power of the CIDOC CRM is not in dispute, it 

is felt by many to be too abstract and too complex for adoption without considerable expert 

assistance (Addis et al. 2005). As the principle goal of this research is to develop a methodology 

for mainstream use, it was felt there was too great a danger that adoption of a CIDOC CRM-

based ontology could ultimately cause it to founder upon its own complexity. Nonetheless, 

interesting work is being done in this space, in particular by the STAR project (see Chapter 

Two). This research will be followed with interest and if it can be demonstrated that subsets of 

the ontology can be made comprehensible to more transient users, it may be worth reappraising 

it. 

Having returned to the drawing board on these grounds, it is clear that the ontology must be 

kept as simple as possible so as to expedite the user learning process. In order to do this, the 

principle was maintained that only data which could be used for meaningful inter-site 

comparison should be represented. For instance, at site level it may be important to know the 

quantity of rims, bases and handles of amphorae in order to determine the approximate overall 

quantity. Across sites however, this level of granularity is unnecessary and thus excluded from 

the ontology. While this approach is particularly suited to the broad-scale analyses of the 
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Roman Port Networks Project it also remains a sound universal principle for archaeology in 

general. The chief advantage of Linked Data is its ability to query across data. It is not a 

replacement for individual data repositories and, for the foreseeable future at least, intra-site 

analysis is almost certainly better carried out using a conventional site database which will have 

been developed to accommodate the nuances of the excavator’s methodology. There are 

therefore no immediate grounds for increasing the complexity of an ontology by introducing 

elements that have no relevance beyond their original dataset (cf. Shipman & Marshall Rule 2). 

The ontology was designed with assistance from a number of ceramics and marble experts in 

the UK, France, Spain and Italy, in order to ensure that key data necessary for a comprehensive 

inter-site summary can be described adequately and that strategically useful research questions 

can be addressed (cf. Shipman & Marshall Rule 1). Figure 4 gives a graph rendition of the 

ontology. 

 

Figure 4: Excavation ontology diagram 

 

 

The ontology is separated into ‘Classification’ and ‘Instance data’ layers so that independent 

datasets are linked by canonical classificatory and singleton concepts. These canonical URIs 
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provide a vocabulary of concepts that may be common to any instance data set: typology, 

location, period, form or material.  The classification layer also makes deliberate reuse of other 

vocabularies, including SKOS and HEML27. The Instance Data layer represents elements that 

will be specific to a given source and require the creation of new URIs. The overall design is 

simple and stable enough for domain experts to easily interpret its relation to their own datasets. 

In order to make the ontology available as Linked Data it has been instantiated in RDFS and 

hosted at http://archvocab.net/excavation/ontology/ where a full HTML description will also be 

made available, including the graph representation. 

It is worth observing that the ‘type’ of an artefact may refer to entirely different qualities, 

depending on its nature. For example, while ceramics experts will generally emphasize the 

shape of an amphora over its fabric when classifying, marble specialists will normally focus on 

the material first. As a result, the verb ‘type’ has been avoided and separate Properties 

archvocab:ofForm and archvocab:ofMaterial created so that both can be 

described without ambiguity. 

Although the ontology makes it possible to map the structural semantics of database, it does not 

contain the typological terms by which to classify the instance data. In order to achieve this, a 

URI term-list of appropriate types must be used. The ontology refers to a combination of 

bespoke SKOS thesauri and community based web-services to achieve this. 

ArchVocab: Thesauri 

The most natural axis on which to combine datasets is across category distinctions. Regrettably, 

this poses a greater challenge than might be expected. The imposition of discrete categories on a 

naturally varying body of material is inevitably an imprecise science. In addition to this, 

archaeologists are occasionally required to create new types when site finds do not conform to 

pre-existing type descriptions. Super-typologies, that is, those that attempt to combine smaller 

ones into a master list, and individual attribute-based types (often named after a shape or 

locale), further complicate the issue. The result is that, for amphorae at least, there are numerous 

typological systems with a large amount of overlap between them (Peacock & Williams 1986). 

An average site record is likely to refer to types from a considerable number of them and there 

may even be disagreement about whether two types are in fact the same thing. 

Any attempt to either create a new typology or impose the use of another one would likely deter 

curators from contributing for fear of corrupting their data. Therefore the only practical solution 

is to create URIs for all ceramics types and then use RDF to associate those that are in fact the 
                                                        

27 Historic Event Markup and Linking (Robertson 2009) 
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same. Fortunately we are greatly aided in this task by two previous bodies of work. The Roman 

Amphora: A Digital Resource website28 provides an online database of amphora typology 

systems (Keay & Williams 2005). Although the database does not list every amphora type – 

identical types having been distilled to a single category – it does provide a strong platform for 

further development. 

Secondly, SKOS, a W3C Semantic Web Activity, provides a standard URI vocabulary for 

dealing with Knowledge Organisation Systems such as thesauri of this nature. Two of its core 

classes, skos:Concept and skos:ConceptScheme, along with the Property 

skos:inScheme permit us to define an amphora type as belonging to a specific typology 

system in RDF. Additional information, such as alternative names or the source of its definition 

can also be given. Each typology system in the database was converted into a simple array of 

six parameters:  

1. Name,  

2. Definition source, 

3. Minimum numeric type identifier,  

4. Maximum numeric type identifier,  

5. ‘;’-Separated special type identifiers 

6. Whether it is a (nominally) attribute-based series (Boolean) 

For example,   

"Dressel", 

"Dressel, Heinrich. 1899. Corpus Inscriptionum Latinarum. Vol. 

XV Inscriptiones urbis Romae Latinae. Instrumentum domesticum.", 

"1", 

"45", 

"2-4;7/11", 

"true" 

Software was then written which converts these lists into separate RDF files with a separate 

index of resources and corresponding HTML description. The automated process makes this 

easy to update as missing types and typology systems are discovered. This information is hosted 

                                                        

28 University of Southampton. (Keay & Williams 2005) 
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as Linked Data at http://archvocab.net/amphora/. An Apache Web Server29 .htaccess file 

is also automatically created to perform the appropriate HTTP 303 Redirect, dependent on the 

client request. 

In order to deal with find types other than amphorae, it will naturally be necessary to create 

further SKOS concept thesauri. This should be relatively straightforward to accomplish by 

abstracting out a small number of hard-wired values in the current software. For the Roman Port 

Networks Project a thesaurus for marble types will be developed, using the Institut Català 

d'Arqueologia Clàssica (ICAC) Marble Catalogue as a basis. Fortunately, there are fewer 

competing typology systems in the study of marbles but the differences between them (and their 

meaning in the ancient world) are debated no less keenly. The Linked Data for these categories 

will be hosted at http://archvocab.net/marble/. In order to help filter data by its environment, a 

SKOS thesaurus of archaeological context types has also been created. It is available at 

http://archvocab.net/excavation/context/. 

RKBExplorer 

While a great deal more information could be provided about each amphora and marble type 

and typology system at http://archvocab.net, there lies a danger in doing so, as noted above. 

Although reference to a URI within Linked Data need not imply one’s acceptance of the 

assertions made about it by the host site, in practice it likely to be interpreted as such. Thus, the 

more information that is provided, the greater the likelihood that disagreement will arise and 

alternative URI vocabularies created. To militate against this, a secondary service, hosted at 

http://archaeology.rkbexplorer.com provides additional RDF information about each type. 

RKBExplorer30 is an online RDF repository service developed at Southampton University ECS 

that provides easy access and visualisation to large quantities of triples which can be hosted at 

multiple repositories. Although originally developed for use by the ReSIST31 project, it has now 

been made freely available to serve a range of disciplines and instances can be used standalone 

or in unison with other RKBExplorer repositories. 

The service is used to record two kinds of information. The first is broadly accepted facts about 

specific types. If, say, an amphora type, this may include things such as average weight, 

capacity, contents or identifying features like the shape the rim. We can also include drawings, 

photographs, longer text descriptions or a URI of the known or presumed centre of production. 
                                                        

29 http://httpd.apache.org/ 
30 http://www.rkbexplorer.com 
31 Resilience for Survivability in IST. http://www.resist-noe.org/ 
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By hosting this information at http://archaeology.rkbexplorer.com but using the 

http://archvocab.net URIs, it will be extremely simple to combine both data graphs in analysis 

or visualisation.  

A special subset of this data is the relationships between different types.  One of the most 

powerful aspects of SKOS is its vocabulary for semantic relations between terms, such as 

skos:related or skos:exactMatch. Using these properties we can tie together identical 

concepts so that finds which have been mapped using different, but synonymous, concepts can 

be amalgamated without having to reclassify them. Even more importantly, researchers can 

choose to use alternative sets of mappings, should they disagree with those in our repository. 

The second type of data is information about the way the types are referred to in archaeological 

datasets. Furnas et al. (1987) demonstrate that the problem of discovering formal vocabularies 

based on user input is extremely difficult and can only be effectively solved by having large 

numbers of aliases. During the Mapping Process (described below) we record the local terms 

and abbreviations used to record different types. By attaching these to a skos:Concept using 

the skos:hiddenLabel property, we can use them to continuously improve predictions 

about probable mappings made by the software. As the Mapping Stage application is currently 

standalone, the ability to improve its functionality with use is a key benefit of storing such 

information centrally.  

GeoNames, Pleiades & CommonEras 

As well as finding typological correspondences across datasets, it is extremely helpful to see 

spatial ones as well.  Traditionally this has been done using Geographic Information Systems 

(GIS) that use coordinates to locate points or areas against a common datum. Such ‘spaces’ can 

be extremely useful, but their abstract geometry is frequently unsuitable for discovering the 

conceptual and mereological associations between them. Rather than associate excavations or 

places of origin with spatial coordinates, it may be more helpful to associate them with spatial 

concepts such as settlements and territories. 

The GeoNames32 service, which is part of the Linked Data cloud, takes an entirely different 

approach to GIS. It records bundles of ‘placenames’ as singleton concepts people hold about 

significant locations. By giving each name a URI, it is then able to provide a great deal of 

additional information about each place, including alternative names, approximate coordinates 

and feature type using RDF. Although it draws on a wide range of public datasources, it is 

                                                        

32 http://www.geonames.org/ 
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community driven with new places being continuously added by members (these are vetted to 

avoid duplication). This important benefit allows for the introduction of absent ancient sites, 

although a good number of classical locations have already been incorporated. To round things 

off, it provides both a search API and the ability to produce RDF based on an HTTP request to 

the place’s URI. Although, similar services exist33, none of them yet provide such an open, 

URI-based framework. For this reason, the use of a GeoNames URI for specifying places is 

strongly advocated.  

In a parallel development, the Pleiades Project has been developing an online gazetteer of 

ancient toponyms along similar lines (Elliott 2009). Although the project is still in mid-

development, they have already created unique URIs for all the places listed in the Barrington 

Atlas (Talbert 2000), the standard reference work for ancient place locations. Although it may 

be some time before coordinates for such locations become available, it is clearly of great 

benefit to be associate information about the same ancient locale.  

As well as space, it is equally useful to be able to compare data along the temporal dimension. 

Unfortunately, although some ontology work has been done on representing time in RDF 

(Hobbs & Pan 2006; Davis 2009a), there is not yet a service comparable to GeoNames for 

temporal periods. As a result of this lack the author is developing an experimental service in 

partnership with other researchers at the University of Southampton ECS called CommonEras34, 

that creates URIs for them. By recording additional properties in RDF – such as category, 

maximum & minimum bounding dates and relation to other periods – it will be possible for 

users to identify relevant periods and associate resources with them. Once again, the issue arises 

as to whether users will reject the use of URIs if contentious information is also provided.  

GeoNames has thus far successfully provided both (despite providing inevitably imprecise 

information such as population count) so CommonEras’ use will be monitored in comparison 

with both GeoNames and ArchVocab and the service adapted if necessary. 

Lastly, it is worth noting that spatial and temporal concepts maintain relevance well beyond the 

bounds of archaeology. Much of the research and development work being done in this space is 

undertaken by those in adjacent disciplines, such as Classics, History and Geography 

(Concordia 2009). The great advantage gained by linking to such URI vocabularies is that in 

time it should be possible to draw on a wealth of contextual data without being limited to 

traditional disciplinary boundaries. 

                                                        

33 See, in particular, Yahoo’s Geocoding API. http://developer.yahoo.com/maps/rest/V1/geocode.html 
34 http://commoneras.ecs.soton.ac.uk 
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Chapter 4: SOFTWARE IMPLEMENTATON 

Having established the necessary RDF services for canonical terms, it is now possible to 

develop the tools required to generate ontology-compliant RDF about instance data from real-

world datasets. As described above, there are in fact two processes. In the first, a data 

contributor creates a unique XML configuration file that expresses mappings from the local 

datasource schema and terminology to the canonical URI terms we have been discussing. Using 

basic Natural Language Processing, it predicts probable mappings that the user can accept or 

correct using a Graphical User Interface (cf. Shipman & Marshall Rule 4). In the following 

stage, a fully automated process uses the configuration file in conjunction with the original 

dataset to generate and export RDF. 

Stage 1: Mapping 

The ‘Data Inspector Wizard’ is a stand-alone java application that can be pointed at a digital 

resource containing a tabular dataset such as a database, spreadsheet or CSV file. The Wizard 

takes the user through a pre-established workflow determined by the kind of find they are 

importing. Each step of the workflow deals with a specific aspect of the excavation ontology, 

reading from and updating the central configuration file (cf. Shipman & Marshall Rule 3). It 

also makes consistency checks to prevent the user from commiting logical errors during the 

mapping process. Although the workflows are currently ‘hardwired’, it is envisaged that the 

software will be further extended in order to allow advanced users to create new workflows 

using pluggable components. Key aspects of the mapping process are described below. 

Configuration File 

As the end product of this stage is simply an XML file, it could in principle be undertaken with 

a simple text editor although it would be greatly more time consuming. In order that alternative 

mapping applications and export applications can be developed if desired, an XML Schema 

document will be produced. Although this is still under development, the main elements are 

now established (See Table 1). The elements are ontology specific, and thus only able to fulfil 

the first three requirements of (Erling 2008) – representation neutrality, simplicity, readability. 

Adaptation to a generic mapping language may be possible however, when the W3C RDB2RDF 

Working group35 publishes its recommendations. 

 

                                                        

35 http://www.w3.org/2009/08/rdb2rdf-charter.html 
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Table 1: Principal Elements of configuration file XML Schema 

Element Description 

uri The URI for the RDF graph to be generated 

namespace The URI namespace to be used for new instances 

file The file name and location 

dbconfig Connection parameters for the datasource 

concept-mapping Mappings from excavation ontology resources to source table and 

columns  

excavations URIs for each excavation (with additional RDF data where available) 

and mappings from local terms 

contexts URIs for each context (with additional RDF data where available) 

and mappings from local terms 

context-tpqs Terminus post quem dates derived from local context dating terms 

context-taqs Terminus ante quem dates derived from local context dating terms 

series-mapping Mapping of local terms used for find typology systems 

form-mapping Mapping of local terms used for find form types 

materials Mapping of local terms used for find material types 
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Architecture 

 
Figure 5: UML package diagram of Data Inspector Wizard 

The Data Inspector Wizard is implemented in J2SE 5.0 for maximum compatibility. It also 

makes use of a variety of other Open Source or freely available libraries (see Figure 5). 

• The GeoNames36 Java API is provided by the GeoNames project to provide 

programmatic access to the online database. 

• JUNG37 is a Java API for graph visualisation. 

• Jena38 is a Java framework for building Semantic Web applications. In 

particular its API provides for the programmatic management of : 

                                                        

36 http://www.geonames.org/source-code/ 
37 http://jung.sourceforge.net/ 
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 RDF and RDFS,  

 In-memory and persistent storage,  

 Reading and writing RDF in various notations, 

 A SPARQL query engine  

• JDOM39 is an API for parser for accessing, manipulating and outputting XML. 

 
Figure 6: UML class diagram of Data Inspector Wizard 

 

                                                        

38 http://jena.sourceforge.net/ 
39 http://www.jdom.org/ 
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The application is principally Swing-based, making the user step through a series of separate 

subclasses of WorkflowPanel each of which is dedicated to mapping an element of the 

ontology (see Figure 6). Architecturally, the main class, DataInspectorWizard, 

instantiates these classes, depending on the workflow selected by the user. At the start of each 

step, the panel loads information from the JDOM model. Once the user has finished adding data 

it then checks the data for any problems, before writing to the configuration file.  

Configuration details 

 

Figure 7: Data Inspector Wizard. Basic configuration information 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The initial step requires the user to define a number of key parameters (See Figure 7).  Most 

obvious are those related to the datasource, including connection and logon details and the 

relevant workflow (currently a choice of either amphora or marble data). Beyond this, the user 

must also specify several values specific to the generated output. The first is a URI for the new 

RDF graph itself.  This makes combined RDF data easier to query and filter because the 

provenance of each statement is known. It is also important for attaching metadata that could 

include the contributor’s institution, contact details and licensing requirements. The second is a 

namespace for the instance URIs the mapping software will create. Ideally this should be a 

registered domain name owned by the data curator so that RDF/XML output can be hosted 

locally. If this is not possible, the data can still be held in another RDF data repository but the 

URIs will not be dereferencable and hence unavailable as Linked Data. 

Schema Mapping 

The next step identifies which columns in the source refer to each resource type in the 

excavation ontology. The user is presented with both a graph and pseudo-triple representation of 

the ontology and can then use a drop down list in order to correct the appropriate column name 

in the ‘Object’ Field (see Figure 8). Once selected, the graph automatically updates to show 

how the columns relate to one another. The wizard requires a unique column for each resource 

type, so if multiple fields are relevant it may be necessary for the contributor to create a 

database view over the table. In contrast, the same column may be used for multiple data 

resources although the value extracted from each field will not necessarily be the same (see 

‘Literals’ below). Occasionally, the relevant data may not be available within the datasource 

itself (for instance, many databases will not contain a reference to the excavation as this is 

considered implicit). Should this be the case, the user can define the property as _MANUAL_ 

and define it by hand during the appropriate step. 

In order to expedite the process, the Wizard provides a provisional mapping by matching table 

column names against skos:hiddenLabel values associated with the key ontology 

concepts at the http://archaeology.rkbexplorer.com repository. Once the mappings have been 

accepted by the user, column name mappings (but not data) are then returned to the triplestore 

so that they can be used to improve the predictive process over time (Furnas et al. 1987).  

The succeeding steps form a modular workflow that is dependent upon the nature of the local 

repository. It starts by defining the URI(s) for the excavation(s) the datasource refers to, before 

proceeding along the dependency chain. While the specifics required to map local database 

terms to URIs may differ slightly depending on the nature of the concept, this process can be 
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separated into three separate kinds of task: URI Creation, URI Search, and Literal 

Manipulation. 

 

Figure 8: Data Inspector Wizard. Ontologytocolumn schema mapping 

URI Creation 

As the principal purpose of the tool is to create new Linked Data, it will inevitably be necessary 

to create new URI concepts representing elements of the excavation (including the excavation 

itself) that do not already exist in the Linked Data cloud. These may be created manually or 

from a datasource column.  

If the creation is manual, the user will be prompted for an input string that names the new 

resource. This is converted to lowercase and URL-encoded (in order to escape problematic 

characters) before being appended to the namespace with an appropriate subdomain (e.g. 
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‘excavation’). If the creation is automatic, the application will use a DISTINCT SQL query to 

determine individual instances and then repeat the same process for each.  

A special case is the generation of archvocab:Find URIs which are too numerous to create 

manually but are not likely to have a unique identifier in the datasource. These are constructed 

by concatenating the context, form and material type of the archvocab:Find. Once URIs 

have been constructed, they form the basis of selection queries in subsequent steps. In order to 

improve user comprehension, their rdfs:label will be displayed in application fields but the 

full URI can be displayed in a tooltip by mousing over it (See Figure 9). 

 

Figure 9: Data Inspector Wizard. URIs for instance data 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URI Search 

In cases where the local term refers to a concept that is likely to exist in the Linked Data cloud 

the problem is one of helping the user to discover and identify it. Having pre-established the 

nature of the resource in the second step, this process is greatly facilitated because the software 

can immediately query an appropriate vocabulary service.  Two examples are given below. 

Simple Search: Location 

 

Figure 10: Data Inspector Wizard. Mapping excavations to GeoNames URIs 

The excavation ontology allows both archvocab:Excavation and archvocab:Find 

resources to be assigned properties that take a GeoNames URI as their object. The GeoNames 

Java API can deliver a set of possible matches against a search criterion entered by the user. 

Early attempts at fully-automated location assignment proved to have an unacceptably high 
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level of inaccuracy due to the large number of topographic homonyms, but by filtering over 

additional search criteria, such as category and country, it is usually possible to reduce the 

possibilities to a very small set (and frequently just a single option). These are presented to the 

user in the form of a drop down menu that specifies the name, type, and country of each URI. 

(see Figure 10). One of the advantages of using GeoNames is that it also stores alternative 

language toponyms for each URI (sometimes including ancient names) so it is possible both to 

search and represent places in any language. As GeoNames is also a community-based service, 

if the URI does not exist in the gazetteer, it is possible to add it. 

Complex Search: Amphora Form Mapping 

While some URIs can be identified by simple string matching, others require more sophisticated 

approaches. For example, local terms for amphora forms are complex descriptors, generally 

divided into up to four ordered elements, but none of which are mandatory. 

1. A reference to the typology system (e.g. ‘Dressel’ or an abbreviation such as ‘dr.’ ),  

2. A reference to the type by a name or number (e.g. ‘20’ but occasionally in roman 

numerals or non-numeric),  

3. Additional information (frequently the material type or an alternative identification),  

4. A marker of uncertainty (often a question mark). 

The result is that the following entries could both refer to the same type and even come from the 

same database: 

• Dr. 20? 

• Dressel XX with tituli picti 

As it is much easier to identify a type once the typology system is known, the software breaks 

the identification process down into two parts.  First it tokenizes the local term, using the first 

numeric value (whether arabic or roman) it identifies. The token prior to the numeric value is 

presumed to be the local term for a typology system. If there is no number, it is assumed to be a 

typology system with a single type. The Wizard then aggregates all instances in the dataset with 

the same typology system values and predicts the skos:ConceptScheme to which it refers 

using some basic Natural Language Processing and http://archaeology.rkbexplorer.com. These 

results are presented to the user for correction (see Figure 11). From the testing carried out on 

several real-world datasets it is interesting to note that, although prediction may be quite low 

across all terms used in a dataset (often below 50%), the proportion of records mapped correctly 
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without user intervention is generally very high: often 90% or above. This is because deviation 

from an easily predictable norm is most frequently due to typological errors in un-normalized 

source data.  

 

Figure 11: Data Inspector Wizard. Amphora typology system mapping 

With this done, the Wizard uses the corrected skos:ConceptScheme mapping in order to 

predict the actual skos:Concept type for each local database term. Results in field trials 

from six different institutions have shown it to be fairly accurate (often above >90%) as the 

estimation process chiefly relies on number-matching. Once again, the user is able to correct 

mis-assignments or expunge problematic instances (Figure 12). As synonymy tends to occur but 

homonymy does not, the final output will frequently map multiple local terms to a single 

canonical term (e.g. ‘Dr. XX’, and ‘Dressel 20’ may both refer to amphora:dressel/20), 

but the inverse is not true ( ‘K. 2’ might refer to amphora:keay/2 or 

amphora:kapitan/2 but not both). 
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Figure 12: Data Inspector Wizard. Amphora type mapping 

 

Literal Manipulation 

While URIs are powerful ways of identifying categories or instances, they are less useful for 

representing serial concepts (like numbers or dates), or arbitrary strings of text. At this 

information level it is better to use Literal values. As RDF only supports the use of Literals as 

the object of a statement, they tend to form the ‘endpoints’ of the constructed graph. 

A number of the Properties expressed in the excavation ontology expect a Literal object, but 

these will not necessarily be present in a useful way within the dataset. In these cases the 

Wizard may need to transform available values or request user input. 
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Example 1: Time 

 

Figure 13: Data Inspector Wizard. Entering terminus post quem Literals 

Dating in the excavation ontology is associated with individual contexts in an excavation. A 

context may have a terminus post quem (logically, the earliest possible date in which the 

creation of a context began) and a terminus ante quem (logically, the latest possible date at 

which its creation ended). These can be associated with the context using the HEML RDF 

properties heml:TerminusPostQuem and heml:TerminusAnteQuem40. While the 

source may give these in calendar years, more frequently the context will be associated with a 

historical period, such as ‘the Augustan era’ or ‘Late 4th century’). In these cases, the Wizard 

needs to derive the relevant date from the local term and this will vary depending on the nature 

                                                        

40 These are defined as an rdfs:Property in the HEML RDF description despite the initial 
capitalisation. 
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of the property. For instance, the term ‘4th Century AD’ would give a terminus post quem value 

of 301 CE but a terminus ante quem value of 400 CE. Currently this process must be undertaken 

by the archaeologist (see Figure 13) but the experimental CommonEras service described above 

is intended to assist the software in providing provisional dates for such values. 

Quantity 

Quantification is an extremely diverse, but important element of archaeological recording. As 

different metrics will bias the observation in different ways, it is not possible to standardise this 

process. The different factors involved in quantification – including the method, unit and value 

– can be represented by creating URIs for each measurement, but over large bodies of material 

this greatly increases the complexity of the RDF produced. The solution presented here is to 

create Properties that are the rdfs:subPropertyOf archvocab:hasQuantity. Each 

of these subproperties is specific to individual quantification techniques such as Estimated 

Vessel Equivalent (EVE) or Minimum Number of Individuals (MNI). This allows data 

consumers to quickly identify the quantification metrics available and, if necessary, filter and 

deal with them separately.  

Stage 2: Export 

On completion of the Data Inspector Wizard, the XML configuration file will have been fully 

generated. This contains mappings between: 

• The source schema and the excavation ontology resource types. 

• Relevant local terms and canonical URIs or appropriate Literal values. 

This is sufficient for a fully-automated Extract-Transform-Load RDF generation process to be 

undertaken.  

A second prototype Java tool, the ‘Data Importer’, automatically generates RDF from the 

database taking the configuration file and any datasource logon details as its parameters. Minor 

database changes, such as new records using the same local classification terms, can be handled 

without any changes to the configuration file being necessary. Structural changes, or the 

introduction of new local terms, can easily be taken account of by editing the configuration file. 

Currently this must be done with a text editor but is envisaged that the Data Inspector Wizard 

will be further developed to permit reloading and editing of configuration files. In either case, 

maintenance is minimal – a vital consideration for archaeologists. 
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The RDF generated is in two forms. The basic output is an RDF/XML document immediately 

available to the data providers themselves. If the namespace provided to the Data Inspector 

Wizard is the same as a website they control, they can post the document just as they would a 

webpage. This makes it instantly accessible to other researchers who can then dereference the 

URIs for each context or find. For the benefit of the Roman Port Networks Project, the RDF is 

additionally imported into a central Jena SDB triplestore41, using a PostgreSQL42 database 

backend, which provides enhanced performance, security and querying functionality for project 

partners. Each dataset is tagged with the Configuration ID provided to the Data Inspector 

Wizard. This makes updates simply a case of deleting all the triples in one such ‘subgraph’ and 

replacing it with the new ones. As long as the Configuration ID is changed, the file can also be 

used to import data from other databases that have the same schema and local terminology 

(which is frequently the case in commercial archaeology practices). 

Stage 3: Representation 

As discussed in Chapter Two, there are still a number of challenges to be overcome before the 

Semantic Web sees mainstream adoption and many of these need will have to be tackled at 

domain level. Consumption and representation of RDF is particularly important because 

researchers who are unable to benefit from Linked Data will have no incentive to contribute it.  

Although research work is being undertaken in this area by another PhD researcher at the 

University of Southampton Archaeology Department, it has still been necessary to demonstrate 

to Roman Port Network Project partners the potential benefits of Linked Data. In order to do so, 

a third prototype Java tool has been created to convert RDF into formats with which 

archaeologists are likely to be better acquainted. 

The tool produces two separate outputs. The first is a tabular representation of the data imported 

in CSV. This benefits the researcher in two ways – first, it is in a format that is much more 

suitable for comparison with the original datasource. Secondly, and in contrast to the original 

dataset, the data can be instantly combined with the same tabular output from any other 

datasource that has been contributed using the Data Importer. 

The benefits of RDF go well beyond normalisation, however. In order to demonstrate this, the 

tool also generates a JSON file of archaeological find types found in each location. As it is able 

to get the coordinates for each place from the GeoNames service these can also be added. The 

                                                        

41 http://jena.sourceforge.net/SDB/ 
42 http://www.postgresql.org/ 
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JSON file can then be displayed as a webmap using the SIMILE project Exhibit API43. This in 

turn provides the additional benefits of filtering locations by find type. A working 

demonstration of this can be seen at http://archvocab.net/demo/romanports.html. This is just the 

tip of the iceberg. Development work undertaken by the TimeMap.js44 project shows the 

advantages of displaying temporal information as well. Indeed, the potential to draw in and 

represent all manner of associated information is potentially limitless. 

 

Figure 14: Combining amphora RDF using SIMILE Exhibit 

 

                                                        

43 http://www.simile-widgets.org/exhibit/ 
44 http://www.nickrabinowitz.com/timemap 
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Chapter 5: CONCLUSIONS & FUTURE RESEARCH 

Measured against the goal of permitting archaeologists to contribute to the Linked Data cloud, 

the research undertaken to date has been broadly successful. The most important achievement 

has been to enable domain experts to provide data derived in different contexts as ontology-

compliant Linked Data extremely quickly and sustainably. The prototype tools have been tested 

against a range of ceramics datasets from four different countries (UK, Spain, France, Italy) 

with only minor technical issues (which have since been fixed): 

- A small number of amphora types were missing. 

- Namespaces required a trailing slash (‘/’). 

- Contexts required the addition of the excavation to the URI. 

The software was stable (i.e. no crashes) and the process took under a day, with the mapping 

process generally taking less than an hour. This fully meets the criteria for the Pre-Alpha 

development release (see Chapter 2) but a great deal of work remains to be done in order to 

complete the Alpha and Beta phases of development. These tasks are outlined below for both 

the Linked Data service and Software Implementation aspects of the research in order of 

priority: 

Linked Data Services 

1. The http://archaeology.rkbexplorer.com repository is currently empty. Additional 

research work needs to be undertaken to provide default mappings between types. (2 

weeks) 

2. http://commoneras.ecs.soton.ac.uk is now functional but does not yet contain the 

periods relevant to the Port Networks Project. These must be introduced to the 

CommonEras database and the Data Inspector Wizard adapted to make use of them. (1 

day) 

3. The amphora classification vocabulary at http://archvocab.net/amphora/ requires 

expansion, in conjunction with ceramicists. The Marble vocabulary at 

http://archvocab.net/marble/ has yet to be created. (2 weeks) 

4. An appropriate Open Licensing policy needs to be established. This may be different 

for URI-provision services (such as ArchVocab) where attribution is implicit in the URI 

namespace, and those that provide information (such as RKBExplorer and 

CommonEras). (1 day) 
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5. The excavation ontology and context type thesaurus at http://archvocab.net/excavation 

require foreign language labels. (1 day) 

6. The tool for creating the amphora and marble URI thesauri should be abstracted out in 

order to facilitate the creation of thesauri for other find types. (1 week) 

7. All the Linked Data services need to be registered with the Linked Data community in 

order to increase discovery and reuse. (1 day) 

Estimated total time: 6 weeks 

Prototype Mapping and Export Tools 

1. While the general principle that mapping can be undertaken quickly and efficiently by 

non-technical specialists has been proven, the tools do not yet support mapping against 

the entire excavation ontology. In particular, the mapping of quantification metrics still 

needs to be implemented. (2 weeks) 

2. All prototype software requires packaging as fully standalone applications (they 

currently run within the Eclipse IDE). (1 day) 

3. Configuration files should be re-usable against structurally identical databases with 

different content. (This requires the creation of a different configuration ID to prevent 

overwriting in a triple store.) (1 day) 

4. The Wizard tool needs to be further developed to read and write mappings from 

http://archaeology.rkbexplorer.com. (1 week) 

5. There is a great deal of scope for GUI improvement. (2 weeks) 

6. The configuration file needs an XML Schema so that alternative tools can be developed 

by third party developers. (1 day) 

7. The mapping tool should be able to reload configuration files for editing so that edits 

can be made. (1 week) 

8. The mapping tool should be made multilingual using Java I18N. (1 week) 

9. The architecture of the Data Inspector Wizard requires a greater level of abstraction so 

that new workflows can be created. (2 weeks) 
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10. Web-versions of the tools should be made available to allow any archaeologists to 

experiment with the creation of Linked Data. This will probably be in the form of a Java 

Web Application, due to the security limitations imposed on Applets. (1 week) 

11. As prediction accuracy improves, users will increasingly be blinded to the errors. It 

would be helpful to use colour schemes to mark the trustworthiness of predictions, 

perhaps following an approach similar to the WikiTrust project (Adler et al. 2008). (1 

week) 

12. The Export tool should be extended to permit variable levels of ‘caching’ data from 

external sources (such as coordinate values from GeoNames). While increasing 

redundancy, this would optimise local performance and act as a safeguard, should the 

external site be taken offline. (1 day) 

13. The export tool should allow users to register new RDF datasets at http://archvocab.net 

and thus with the Linked Data cloud. (1 day) 

Estimate total time: 11 weeks 

General 

1. Experience has shown that by far the longest and most challenging task for contributors 

is understanding the process (requiring both a theoretical grasp of Semantic Web 

concepts and practical knowledge of the software). In contrast, the mapping and export 

process itself is relatively quick (usually under an hour per database). To make large-

scale contribution a practical reality, both the process and software will need to be fully 

documented, ideally with a short video tutorial (cf. Shipman & Marshall Rule 5). (2 

weeks) 

2. The Alpha and Beta software releases must be trialled by archaeologists. (2 weeks) 

3. Many methods and practices that underpin data-oriented research – from heuristic 

representations to derived statistics – will need to be reappraised when working with 

information from multiple, heterogeneous sources.  A theoretical paper addressing some 

of these issues should be presented in order to assuage the legitimate concerns of those 

who might fear that technology, rather than theory, is the driving force behind this 

research. (1 month) 

Estimated total time: 8 weeks 

Estimated total time for all work tasks: 25 weeks 
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The following conclusions are also drawn: 

It is important for the Semantic Web not to be perceived as intending to replace or substitute 

conventional data archiving. Its principal advantage lies in the ability to ask broad questions 

across many small and diverse datasets, thus current development work ought to focus on data 

and processes which support that goal (cf. Shipman & Marshall Rule 2). It will be especially 

interesting to see whether aggregating data with variable or indeterminate levels of precision 

will enable us to tackle the problem of uncertainty in new ways. The production of data point 

clouds and histograms which show probability distribution patterns inaccessible at datum level 

is envisaged. 

The use of a two-level ontology for classification and instance data greatly simplifies the 

mapping process. Open services that provide classification and singleton URIs, such as 

GeoNames, have made datalinking possible without instance data providers having to be aware 

of each other’s existence. Naturally, developments which provide de facto canonical URIs for 

these classificatory or singleton concepts greatly aid the process. Hopefully CommonEras will 

successfully provide a similar service for temporal periods. 

Predictive mapping and a multi-step classification workflow greatly increases the speed and 

ease with which mapping can be undertaken of large, un-normalized datasets (cf. Shipman & 

Marshall Rules 3 & 4). It was also helpful to show how often terms are used in order to pick out 

likely anomalies. These are vital benefits for making mappings between relational datasources 

and RDF possible for non-IT professionals. 

The end goal of this research is to provide a clearly mapped out methodology and fully 

functional prototype toolkit that brings the creation of Linked Data within reach of 

archaeologists. All of the key elements of that methodology have now been experimented with 

and many are now in usable (if not yet fully mature) form. While the socio-technical nature of 

the Web makes it extremely difficult to predict whether the archaeological community will start 

to adopt the use of Linked Data, there seems little reason to doubt that providing the capability 

for them to do so is achievable within the duration of this research work. 
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Appendix 1: A SHORT INTRODUCTION TO THE SEMANTIC WEB. 

This guide is intended to be a simple introduction to the chief principles and technologies 

behind the Semantic Web for archaeologists. In the interests of simplicity it avoids using 

technical jargon where possible. Those interested in a more in-depth description are directed to 

the following websites that go into greater detail: 

http://www.w3.org/2001/sw/ W3C page for the Semantic Web. The ‘home’ of the Semantic 

Web on the internet. Contains a brief description, many 

technical specifications and some articles about Semantic Web 

technology. The most authoritative source for information but 

quite dry! 

http://linkeddata.org/ The homepage for the Linked Data community. ‘Linked Data’ is 

currently considered to be the most promising method for 

semantically connecting data. 

http://planetrdf.com/ A blog aggregation site that is a good place to get the latest 

announcements and discussions about what’s going on in 

Semantic Web circles. 

http://en.wikipedia.org Wikipedia provides surprisingly comprehensive summary 

information about many Semantic Web-related topics. 

Background – the difficulty of connecting data. 

The prevalence of affordable computers and data management software means that the great 

majority of archaeological excavations now record their data digitally. Nevertheless, the method 

by which this is done can vary dramatically between archaeologists. The operating system, 

software package, language, character encoding scheme, categorisation system and data schema 

may all be different, even for teams working on the same site. Naturally this greatly inhibits our 

capacity to synthesise the information in order to identify broader trends. 

The obvious means by which to connect information from different institutional sources is the 

World Wide Web, the rapid development of which has seen seismic shifts in academic and 

archival practices. The introduction of the Hypertext Markup Language (HTML)45 and 

                                                        

45 http://www.w3.org/html/ 
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Hypertext Transfer Protocol (HTTP)46 have made it extremely easy for documents to link to one 

another seamlessly across both geographic and organisational space. Yet the incredible 

flexibility of this system makes it difficult to derive meaning from aggregations of documents, 

even though they are linked. 

The ‘Semantic Web’47 is an ongoing initiative directed by the World Wide Web Consortium 

(W3C), the Web’s main international standards body, to develop intermediate technologies that 

provide both structure and interconnectivity. While some of the concepts behind it date back to 

the origins of the World Wide Web it is only in recent years that it has started to become a 

practical reality. It is formed by a stack (or ‘layer-cake’) of technologies, of which the most 

important are outlined below. 

It is worth reflecting that there are two major forces driving Semantic Web development and 

they do not always pull in the same direction. The Semantic aspect, which often leads to a ‘top-

down’ approach, is chiefly concerned with creating with conceptual models known as 

ontologies upon which different information sources can be mapped. This has proven 

particularly beneficial in large organisations or research clusters where consensus can 

(eventually) be reached between groups with a vested interest in working together. The Web 

aspect, which frequently gives rise to a ‘bottom-up’ approach, attempts to make it possible for 

individual groups with no knowledge of each other’s existence to link to each other (Hendler et 

al. 2008). The Linked Data initiative is a community working in this area that has seen rapid 

growth in the past couple of years (Bizer et al. 2009). Both approaches are valuable for, and to 

some degree requirements of, a viable Semantic Web. 

Two final observations are also worth making. The first is that the Semantic Web is not in any 

way intended to be replacement for databases or the Web as it currently exists. It is, rather, an 

attempt to do something that is both useful in its own sense and enhances the use and value of 

those technologies. The second is that although many of the foundational technology standards 

are now broadly agreed upon, it is still early days with regard to the quantity of data that is 

currently available. 

                                                        

46 http://www.w3.org/Protocols/ 
47 http://www.w3.org/2001/sw/ 
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Semantic Web Technologies 

The Semantic Web is built from a ‘layer-cake’ of technologies in which, broadly speaking, the 

high layers make use of the lower ones48. The following is a brief guide to the essential 

components. 

URIs 

A Uniform Resource Identifier (URI) is a globally identifying string of text for a Resource 

which can be thought of as any atomic concept, whether a tangible object, a class of things, an 

electronic document or something else. It is composed of two sections – the URI scheme (such 

as ‘http’, ‘mailto’ or ‘urn’) and the scheme-specific part (the syntax of which is scheme 

dependent) which are separated by a colon. Examples of URIs might be: 

- http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Douglas_Adams 

- ftp://example.org/resource.txt 

- urn:issn:1535-3613 

URIs are identifiers that remain independent of the data system in which they are stored thereby 

creating the possibility for different data systems to refer unambiguously to the same concept. 

Although different schemata exist it is currently considered best practice to use the HTTP URI 

scheme as this allows them to be dereferenced on the internet. In other words, a web browser 

request to this identifier should redirect the user to a document containing information about it. 

Note that the concept and the document are different entities and should thus have different 

URIs. 

As full-length URIs are not easy for humans to read or remember, it is common to use 

abbreviated namespaces when referring to them. For example, one might use the prefix 

wikipedia: to refer to the internet subdomain http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/. This would 

allow us to shorten the first URI example as wikipedia:Douglas_Adams. Such 

abbreviations are not global however, and must be listed somewhere within a document. 

Finally, The Semantic Web is also based on the Non-Unique Naming Assumption. This 

postulates that, although two references to the same URI must be assumed to refer to the same 

concept, the inverse does not hold. If two references refer to different URIs they may in fact still 

be the same concept. i.e. it is possible for the same concept to be represented by multiple URIs. 

                                                        

48 http://www.w3.org/2007/03/layerCake.png 
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RDF 

Resource Description Framework (RDF)49 is a way of modeling knowledge by means of simple 

tripartite statements called triples which contain a Subject, Predicate and Object. The first two 

must be URI-defined Resources, whereas the last may also be a Literal – frequently a string of 

text or a number that is a simple value rather than an identifier. The great advantage of using 

RDF is that any number of datasets can be merged simply by adding the statements together. 

When statements share the same URIs, combining them together forms a graph. RDF is 

notation-independent, but there are a number of different ways of expressing it, including 

RDF/XML, N3, or as a visual graph. For instance, the following representations of RDF about 

the 'Semantic Web' entry on Wikipedia are all equivalent: 

 

Graph 

 

 

N3 
<http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Semantic_web> 

<http://purl.org/dc/elements/1.1/title>  

"Semantic Web" . 

 

<http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Semantic_web> 

<http://purl.org/dc/elements/1.1/publisher>  

"Wikipedia" . 

                                                        

49 http://www.w3.org/RDF/ 
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RDF/XML 
<rdf:RDF 

  xmlns:rdf="http://www.w3.org/1999/02/22-rdf-syntax-ns#" 

  xmlns:dc="http://purl.org/dc/elements/1.1/"> 

    <rdf:Description 

rdf:about="http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Semantic_web"> 

        <dc:title>Semantic Web</dc:title> 

        <dc:publisher>Wikipedia</dc:publisher> 

    </rdf:Description> 

</rdf:RDF> 

 

RDFS, OWL & SKOS 

By itself, RDF puts very few constraints on what kinds of statements can be made. This could 

result in the same kind of information Babel that plagues database integration. In order to define 

important concepts for describing information domains, several special URI meta-vocabularies 

have been developed including RDF Schema (RDFS)50, The Web Ontology Language (OWL) 51 

and Simple Knowledge Organisation System (SKOS)52. These URIs can be used to create 

statements that define the overall knowledge domain: what classes of concept exist and how 

they interrelate. This makes it a great deal easier for those describing their data, and those 

reading it. to understand the meaning of individual statements within a broader semantic 

context. 

Implementation 

The manner in which Semantic Web data is best provided is a difficult and complex topic, with 

no single answer. Much like the World Wide Web, its strength lies in its adaptation to different 

circumstances. Two important issues are worth mentioning though – data storage and data 

representation. 

Data storage 

There are two principle methods of storing RDF data: either in a Triplestore – usually a 

relational database configured to store triples – or in an RDF/XML file hosted as a simple 

                                                        

50 http://www.w3.org/TR/rdf-schema/ 
51 http://www.w3.org/TR/owl-features/ 
52 http://www.w3.org/2004/02/skos/ 
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webpage. Triplestores can provide improved performance, centralised maintenance and simpler 

querying (using the SPARQL53 query language) but they are also heavyweight solutions that 

require additional maintenance and dereferencing URIs is more complicated. For smaller 

datasets, the simplicity of an RDF/XML file generally makes it a much better option for 

encouraging others to link to and from the dataset, thereby adding value to both. 

Data representation 

Tools to simplify the visualisation and analysis are still in their infancy but continually 

developing. At the most basic level, the SPARQL query language is analogous to the SQL 

language employed by relational databases for accessing databases. More user-interactive 

approaches include faceted browsers like /facet54 and mSpace55, and the MIT SIMILE56 project 

has developed a suite of tools that can represent RDF as maps, timelines and graphs. 

Other datasets 

The Linked Data57 initiative is a community of projects who make URIs and RDF available for 

concepts in their own domain. This provides an extremely useful resource when expressing 

information that has relevance outside of the Archaeology. A good example is the GeoNames58 

service which provides URIs for millions of named locations around the world as well as 

additional information including toponyms in other languages. As these services increase it 

should get increasingly easier to reuse URIs, rather than create them. 

                                                        

53 http://www.w3.org/TR/rdf-sparql-query/ 
54 http://slashfacet.semanticweb.org/ 
55 http://www.mspace.fm/ 
56 http://simile.mit.edu/ 
57 http://linkeddata.org/ 
58 http://www.geonames.org/ 
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GLOSSARY 

API (Application Programming Interface) 

A set of software functions provided for use by a another computer program. This is generally 

in contrast to human-computer interfaces, typically either a Command Line or Graphical User 

Interface (GUI). 

GUI (Graphical User Interface) 

A visual interface by which a human can interact with a software system, frequently composed 

of ‘widgets’ such as buttons, menus or interactive images (icons). 

Mapping 

The process of connecting data held within a relational database to the concepts within an 

ontology. 

Ontology 

In Computer Science an ontology is an ‘explicit specification of a conceptualisation’ (Gruber 

1995). It provides a definition (i.e. the semantics) of entity types and their possible properties 

and relationships in a theoretical model. A domain ontology models the relationships between 

concepts used in a particular field (the ‘domain’).  

OWL (OWL: Webontology Language) 

A family of knowledge representation languages used to describe and combine ontologies. 

Endorsed by the World Wide Web Consortium, they are now the preferred method for 

expressing complex semantic relationships between Resources on the Semantic Web. 

RDF (Resource Description Framework) 

A method of modelling semantically meaningful statements on the Web via Subject-Predicate-

Object statements (known as triples) composed of either three URIs or two URIs and a Literal 

value. Combinations of these statements form a graph over which more complex meanings can 

be inferred. RDF is notation-independent and maybe expressed in a variety of forms including 

N3, RDF/XML or as a visual graph. 

RDFS (RDF Schema) 

As RDF provides virtually no constraints on which URIs are combined to form triples, RDFS 

(itself described in RDF) provides a small URI meta-vocabulary for ontological concepts such 

Class and Property that permit the construction of simple ontologies. 
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Semantic Web 

The Semantic Web is an extension of the World Wide Web intended to encode meaning in 

machine-readable form. This is achieved by creating RDF statements (called triples) out of 

URIs, each of which asserts an individual piece of information. The aggregation of these 

statements forms a graph that defines the knowledgebase. Graphs are constrained by the use of 

ontologies that define what types of concept can exist (the nodes of the graph) and the types of 

relation that can exist between them (the arcs). 

SKOS (Simple Knowledge Organization System) 

A URI meta-vocabulary for expressing Knowledge Organisation Systems (KOSs), such as 

thesauri, taxonomies, glossaries and other classification schemes in terms of RDF, so as to make 

them available on the Semantic Web. 

SPARQL (SPARQL Protocol and RDF Query Language) 

A formal language for querying RDF graphs.  

Triplestore 

A data repository for storing RDF triples. The latest generation of RDF databases now tag each 

triple with a URI identifying its source graph. Statements of this form are sometimes called 

‘quads’ (and by extension, such repositories often referred to as ‘quadstores’). 

URI (Universal Resource Identifier) 

A unique identifier referring to either an Information Resource (on the internet) or a Non-

Information Resource (in the real world). It is composed of a schema identifier (such as ‘http:’) 

and schema-dependent identifying string of characters. It may or may not be dereferencable, i.e. 

capable of returning a representation of the Resource over the internet. URIs form the atomic 

‘words’ of the Semantic Web. 

XML (Extensible Markup Language) 

XML is a general purpose specification for creating custom markup languages. Data expressed 

in XML is ‘well-formed’ if it conforms to certain syntactical rules and ‘valid’ if it conforms to 

structural rules defined in a separate document (usually an XML Schema file). 

XSLT (Extensible Stylesheet Language – Transformations) 

A language for transforming XML documents into other formats (which may or may not be 

XML). 
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